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Common Dollar Statements,
An Acceptable Solution
By: Dr. Helene M. A. Ramanauskas, M.A., M.B.A., C.P.A.
Associate Professor of Accounting
DePaul University, Chicago, Illinois

ness transactions are measured and valued is
the states currency1 or the “legal tender.”
All fundamental accounting concepts were
based upon the assumption2 that this legal
tender remains stable or at least approximately
stable. Gains or losses shown in the statements
in times of stable, or approximately stable,
legal tender result from operations and take
into consideration sufficient depreciation and
all other elements assuring the maintainance
of the assets—or, in other words, maintenance
of the same productive capacity, the same
“potential energy,” as the economists call it.
In times of monetary instability, however, a
purely arithmetical gain or loss3 does not show
whether the assets and the resources which are
incorporated in an enterprise are increasing
or declining, and whether or not the “potential
energy” or “productive capacity” is maintained.
The money units employed as measurements
at the beginning of the period may be far
from identical with those used at the end of
the year. Expressed in other words, the money
units employed may have the same meaning
legally, but not in regard to their purchasing
power.4 Assets and liabilities are expressed in
different units of value—Sweeney calls them
“rubber” units of measurement—and it seems
quite evident that the correctness and the
truth of the financial statements is thereby
seriously impaired.
Kalveram,5 a famous German accounting
theorist and business economist, describes the
problems arising from currency instability or
changes in price levels as follows:
“We have for a long while been adding, in
statements and price computations, marks rep
resenting entirely different purchasing power,
and we might quite as well have added to
gether krones, pounds, dollars florines and

To-day, just like thirty years ago, the issue
of money deterioration (commonly known under
price level changes) and its possible influences
upon accepted accounting methods and con
cepts, is still a topic of broadest interest, since
it lost nothing of its actuality. Discussions and
research of this issue have steadily increased in
America—not only within the accounting pro
fession, but also among investors and manage
ment.
The opinions, however, differ in regard to
the problem itself as well as in regard to the
necessity for and the methods of adjusting ac
counting figures under this viewpoint. Some
deny the existence of a problem at all; others
consider only part of the total problem; and
even among those who agree on the existence
of the complex problem, there is no agreement
regarding either the necessity of adjustments,
nor the adjusting methods which would bring
the most effective and realistic results.
The most favored adjustment approaches,
which represent both departures from basic ac
counting conventions, are the use of replace
ment costs and the conversion of all historical
costs to some common dollar basis, so that
revenue and expenses may be expressed in
dollars of the same (usually current) pur
chasing power. The conversion to a common
dollar basis is accomplished by the use of price
indexes.
Before evaluating these adjustment ap
proaches, let us investigate the influences of
price level changes upon accounting and the
problems resulting there from.
Since, during this century, Austria and
Germany are the countries which have acquired
the most complete practical experience possible
to imagine in the field of inflation and cur
rency depreciation, frequent references will be
made to their literature expressing the view
points of their accounting theorists. This is also
justified by the fact that the American pioneers
for price level adjustments, S. Du Brul and
Henry A. Sweeney, were obviously strongly
influenced in their thinking by the theories of
European scientists, such as Schmalenbach and
F. Schmidt.

3Collins, European Accounting Theory, (Lecture
Notes; Northwestern University, 1932).
2Grant Chand, The Impact of Inflation upon De
preciation Requirements, The Arthur Andersen
Chronicle, Vol. XII, April 1953.
3W. Mahlberg, Bilanztechnik and Bewertung bei
schwankender Waehrung 1923.
4Henry W. Sweenay, Stabilized Accounting.
5W. Kalveram, Kaufmaennische Buchhaltung bei
schwankender Waehrung Spaeth und Linde. 1922.

THE PRICE LEVEL PROBLEM
The accounting standard by which all busi
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risen and wages increased, costs will have be
come distorted, the “nominal” value not only
of inventories, but also of fixed assets—build
ings, tools, machinery—will be falsified, since
their replacement costs will be higher than
their initial costs of acquisition or establish
ment and the depreciation will only be ade
quate to assure cost recovery but not main
tenance of substance. The difference between
what they should be and what they are swells
the balance of profit. Receivables, although
superficially fixed in amount, are linked to the
fate of the currency itself and are, in reality,
depreciated. Even if they show a “nominal”
increase they may actually have diminished if,
when converted into goods, they represent less
than formerly with regard to quality and
quantity.
Confronted with all these possible variations
in the accounting figures resulting from changes
in currency value, it becomes evident how
difficult and often even impossible it is for
the management of an enterprise, large or
small, to judge the true progress of its business.
It can no longer depend on nominal figures of
value, but only on the physical quantity and
quality. The profits shown in the statements
are a combination of operating profits and those
resulting from diminished currency value, and
the conservative accounting systems and meth
ods do not furnish any possibilities for separa
tion. However, without knowing the portion of
operating profits and the portion of profits re
sulting from watering the currency, manage
ment can not take effective action to maintain
the productive capacity or potential energy.
Dealing with “paper” or diminished profits
only, misleads9 management to the opinion
that they are receiving an immense share of
the economic upswing, meanwhile they actually
may be losing substance. The belief that they
are gaining wealth may lead to “exaggerated
dividends,” which often are really distributions
of capital. Further the paper profits result in
excessive tax payments.
The criteria of the problem resulting from
the influence of price level changes on ac
counting seems, therefore, to be more than
just an intellectual volleyball10* to be batted
back and forth and not allowed to touch the
ground. It is a problem of considerable im
portance to business management, as well as
to the accounting profession, the investors and
the government. Its criteria is the question of
whether the conventional accounting systems
and conventional standards of measurement of

francs without making adjustments and con
sidered the resulting total as pounds or dollars.
In placing figures which represent every con
ceivable degree of value from gold marks down
to almost completely worthless paper marks on
an equal footing, one necessarily and in
evitably ends up with erroneous cost figures
and absolutely false statements and is thus
forced to show “paper” profits or losses. Only
a fraction of the profit shown is operating pro
fit, the bulk comes from the difference in
monetary value or purchasing power of the
legal tender.”
Paton,6 an American accounting theorist,
formulates his thoughts about the influences of
price level changes upon the results in a dif
ferent way; but arrives at the same final con
clusion:
“Sweeping changes in the value of the dollar
bring about unrecognized losses or gains all
along the line. A cash balance of a million
dollars, for example, may represent much less
purchasing power at the end of the year than
it did at the beginning, but the very real loss
involved is not disclosed by the conventional
income statement. Similar outstanding liabilities
represent a speculation in the value of money,
with the possibilities of very substantial loss
or gain.”
Chamberlain, an American economist, ex
pressed his observations and fears with the
following cynical words:7
“This is not the accounting of truth and
reason but of falsehood and folly. It represents
a triumph of form over substance, the defeat
of reason be unreason. It constitutes refusal to
recognize and report a fact of supreme im
portance, a change in the unit of measure
ment.”
The basic goal of business life is to main
tain, from the proceeds obtained from trans
actions, the previous standing and possibly to
assure a gain. Each enterprise, however, should
at least be able to buy or to produce the
initial quantities of raw material with which
it started, to pay wages to a similar number
of workers and to maintain its plant and equip
ment in the same condition. The substance of
the potential energy must always emerge at
its initial level, before operations can be said
to result in a profit or increase of capital.8
If the currency depreciates during an ac
counting period, or in other words, if the
purchasing power decreases—prices will have

6Paton, Depreciation and the Price Level, A
Symptom, Accounting Review, April 1947, p. 123.
7Neil V. Chamberlain, Commercial and Financial
Chronicle, Our National Wealth, Is It Increasing?
8Nicklisch, Discussion in the Journal of Business
Theory and Practice, Spaeth and Linde, 1923.

2F. Schmidt, Die Industriekalkulation, ein Rechenfehler.
10Controllership Foundation, Depreciation policy
when price levels change.
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business transactions are still sufficient tools
for sound management decisions, or whether
management has to have resource to methods
which differ from those limited to a considera
tion of figures without much attention to their
content.
It is agreed that accounting has a double
function. In the first place, it must make pos
sible the determination of net profit by match
ing revenues and expenditures. In the second
place, it must measure the growth of the networth or the losses suffered during any par
ticular period and show the net profits available
for distribution, thus furnishing a basis for
judging the profitability of the business.
If one of the functions and purposes of ac
counting is to give management a correct view
of the financial position of the business and its
ability to create profit, it seems evident that
whenever the monetary unit is subject to great
fluctuations, it must necessarily have recourse
to other methods. It needs a system which is
concerned, in so far as possible, with economic
capital" or substance only. A method organized
on such a basis will reveal whether, during
any period of time, the physical value of the
assets has declined or increased, and what the
true operating profits or losses are.

closed many different kinds of treatment in
regard to fixed assets. Some companies used
accelerated or increased depreciation, some
charged excess costs or replacement deprecia
tion against net income, and others finally de
ducted appropriations for excessive costs of
replacement after determining net income. As
far as inventories are concerned, the Lifo
principle is considered by a great many com
panies to be the ideal tool for eliminating the
profits caused by price level increases.
While these “irrational” methods are capable
of eliminating a portion of the fictitious profits,
the resulting statements, which still are com
posed of items valued in dollars at different
stages of depreciation, remain false and do
not permit an accurate determination of the
real condition of the enterprise.14
Systematic Methods
This inability of the irrational methods to
eliminate completely the consequences of cur
rency depreciation was the main reason for
the development of more coherent systems
with the goal of a fullscale adjustment of all
accounts.
All of the systematic methods developed
adjust balance sheet and profit and loss items
by the use of some kind of a price index or
indexes with the final goal of computing and
separating gains and losses realized from
changes in value of money from plain operating
profits and losses.
This represents a departure from the “real
ization” concept of accounting which permits
recognition of gains and losses only if they
are realized.
The adjustments made may be classed into
two major groups: the historical costs are
either restated in current dollars or they are
converted to replacement values. In the case
of conversion to replacement values another
convention is violated—namely, the “original
cost” convention.
The restatement of historical cost in current
dollars by the use of price indexes or the
preparation of common dollar statements is
according to the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants15 not held a violation nor
a departure from the “original cost principle.”
The assets on the balance sheet and the ex
pense items on the income statements are
considered still stated at original cost in real
terms. Only the changes in value of the dollar
are reflected by expressing the original dollar
cost amounts in terms of common dollars of
equal purchasing power. No attempt is made

Methods Proposed and Used for Elimination
and Reducation of Influences of Price Level
Changes on Accounting
Unsystematic Methods
Although the insufficiencies of the customary
accounting income measurement methods in
times of widely fluctuating prices were rec
ognized by practically everyone12 who had to
deal with financial statements (management
as well as accountants and their organizations)
until now it has been impossible to develop a
generally accepted method able to report earn
ings in dollars of varying values. The reason
is that in spite of the pressing need, most of
those concerned with the problem hesitated to
agree to a basic change of the customary ac
counting methods, and acted without any very
definite method in adjusting the fictitious re
sults. They tried independently to adjust those
items where the distortion was extraordinarily
noticeable, as in the areas of fixed assets and
inventories.
An investigation into the records of leading
national corporations made by Gordon Ball
horn,13 Controller of General Mills Inc., dis-

11Schmidt, Der Wiederbeschaffungspreis des Um
satzbetriebes, Kalkulation und Volkswirtschaft.
12Controller Foundation, Inc. Depreciation Policy,
when Price Levels Change.
13Investigation by Gordon Ballhorn, Annual Re
port of General Mills, Inc., 1947.

11
4Kalveram, Kaufmaennische Buohhaltung bet
schwankender Waehrung.
15May 1956—CPA Examination, Theory Part—
Unofficial Answer of AICPA.
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to arrive at “present values” (replacement
values) of specific items, nor to convert the
balance sheet from its traditional position as
a statement reflecting the sources of capital
and the items into which capital has been
invested, still stated at original cost, but ex
pressed in dollars of equal purchasing power.
Income still is determined according to the
cost principle, revenue less the original cost
of the capital consumed in earning the revenue,
but cost is expressed in dollars having the
same general purchasing power as the dollars
in which the revenue items are expressed.

Common Dollar Statements
This stand of the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants would give the
impression that now the doors are open for
broad general application of adjusting methods
leading to statements which express the finan
cial position and the operating results in com
mon dollars and free from price level fluctua
tion influences. As practice shows, only very
few companies are preparing common dollar
statements and even those which do are rarely
publishing them but use them only for internal
managerial purposes. This leads automatically
to the question why common dollar statements
are not more in use where their usefulness is
now broadly recognized.
The reason is obviously the fact that the
preparation of common dollar statements is
not a mere routine task but is quite involved,
since the various items shown in the financial
statements are affected in different ways by
price level changes and each requires a dif
ferent treatment. Before going into the techni
cal procedures and practical applications of
adjustments, these various effects should be
discussed.
For the purpose of studying the influences of
price level changes the balance sheet items may
be divided into two major groups: fixed-dollar
items and operating items. The fixed-dollar
items include all of the receivables and pay
ables calling for a designated number of
dollars. If receivables are collected in dollars
of substantially less value than those invested,
a loss arises. In times of rising values of dollars
a collection would, however, result in gains.
In the case of payables, the results are just
the opposite.
If balance sheets are adjusted to current
price-levels, assets and liabilities fixed in
dollars need not be adjusted because their
nominal values fall and rise with the value of
the dollar. The decline or increase of their
“real values,” (in other words, their pur
chasing power), must enter into the statement
of retained earnings on the balance sheet, be
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cause without this evaluation it could not be
expected to balance. Furthermore, the sources
of price level gains or losses are otherwise not
completely analyzed.
Quite different are the effects of price level
influences on operating assets, such as fixed
assets and inventories. If the price level rises
and the values of the dollar declines, the
operating assets of a business are worth more.
If the price increase was general, then the
increase in value of the operating assets rep
resents not a profit, but only a revaluation of
the owner’s investment in current dollars. The
total amount by which the various items are
effected depends (1) on the amount of the
change in prices since each item was acquired
and (2) the relative amount of dollars rep
resented by each item.
The first factor involves the velocity of turn
over. In other words, the length of time which
the item is on hand. In the case of a building
it may be 25 years, in the case of machinery
10 years, and in the case of office equipment
only a few years. To provide accurate results,
individual adjustments have to be made in each
case and only for the changes during the hold
ing period.
Adjustments of inventories will vary with
the method engaged or with the underlying
assumption employed in computing the in
ventory on hand at the end of the year and the
cost of goods sold. With a Fifo inventory, in
times of rising prices the per unit value rises,
because the units on hand are assumed to be
the most recent purchases. With a Lifo in
ventory, the per unit value remains constant
if the inventory did not increase in size, be
cause the ending inventory then is identical
with the beginning inventory. These different
underlying assumptions in inventory valuation
construct two completely different ficticious
holding periods for the assets to be adjusted.
If an inventory is on the Fifo basis and
turns over four times a year, it has to be
adjusted only for the changes in price level
for the last three months. Inventories valued
under Lifo call for another kind of adjustment.
If the inventories on hand at the end of the
current accounting period did not increase in
size since adoption of Fifo, the holding period
significant for the adjustment starts with the
adoption of Lifo. However, if inventories have
increased in size through additional purchases
which were valued at prevailing prices, the
additions are adjusted separately according to
their individual holding periods and historical
costs.
The adjustments necessary for the items of
the income statements may also be generally
of two types.
The first type is intended to obtain com-

parability of the data within the year, since
revenues and expenses prepared to summarize
the operations for a year are a combination of
dollars of different sizes. The adjustment goal
for this type is an approximate matching of
cost and revenues. The sales figure is thereby
accepted as reported, other revenues and
some reported cost figures may need adjust
ments. The price changes to be taken into
account in adjusting the cost data depend
on the length of time between incurrence and
consumption. The most important cost items
in regard to the necessity of adjustments are
cost of goods sold and depreciation.
In adjusting cost of goods sold, knowledge
of the turn-over period in basic. In the case
of a Fifo inventory computation it is assumed
that the beginning inventory was on hand
for approximately half of the turnover period
and an adjustment for the change in price
level is made accordingly. The adjusted be
ginning inventory is then converted to the
price level current at the end of the accounting
period. The next step is elimination of the price
level change during the lag period of the end
ing inventory. The difference between the ad
justed beginning and ending inventory is the
value of the new inventory acquired during the
accounting period. The new inventory acquired
is then adjusted to average dollars of the ac
counting period (end-of-year index divided-byaverage-year index). The difference between
the unadjusted beginning inventory plus the
new inventory at average dollars and the un
adjusted ending inventory results in the ad
justment necessary to cost of goods sold.
This is only one of the methods used. It
seems sufficient, however, to show the basic
idea of eliminating, step be step, the effects
of price level changes due to lag.
The second most involved adjustment pro
cedures is that of depreciation. In order to get
approximately accurate correction of the re
ported depreciation, it is necessary to obtain
adequate information as to historical costs of
the depreciable assets at the beginning and
end of the year, the accumulated depreciation
at the beginning and end of each year, and
the total depreciation for the year. Further
more, information has to be acquired in regard
to the amounts charged out of the accumulated
depreciation account due to retirements, and
the retirements and additions of depreciable
assets each year.
From this information there has to be pre
pared a subtotal of the resulting amounts of
depreciation on each year’s property acquisi
tion. The total depreciation of each year’s
property acquisition then has to be adjusted
by multiplying the current dollar cost by the
price index as of the beginning of the current
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period and divided by the index of the year
of acquisition. The total of all adjusted de
preciation amounts from the different years
of acquisition then give the total adjusted de
preciation charges on all property for the cur
rent period.
The adjustments necessary to all the other
cost components of the income statement vary.
The procedure of adjustment depends in each
case upon the lag between incurrence and
consumption. Some items may not need any
adjustment at all.
The practical application of these adjust
ments, however, is difficult since large numbers
of transactions take place at different price
levels in an accounting period of frequent price
fluctuations. To trace individual transactions
might require thousands of computations.
Since such procedures, in most instances would
be economically unsound, combined adjust
ments are made for certain periods, depending
upon the size of the company and the velocity
of the money depreciation.
Adjustments are made either to current
values, these are the progressive methods, or
to a certain base year, the so-called retrograde
methods. The retrograde methods have the
advantage of making the statements of dif
ferent dates comparable. Their disadvantage
is that the historical figures can not be used
directly for management purposes.
The advantage of the progressive methods
are that they yield statements whose several
items are all valued in comparable money units
at the level of depreciation at the date of
closing, and they provide management with
current information needed for decisions. Their
big disadvantage, however, is that the state
ments of different years are expressed in
money units of different levels which make
comparison impossible.
The ideal procedure, combining the ad
vantages of these two methods, is a third
method, which first adjusts the items to a base
year and then converts them to current values.
All these adjustment procedures are based
on the use of some kind of an index for de
flating the current values.
Literature advocating the use of indexes
for adjustments is voluminous, but so are the
discussions of their shortcomings. It is interest
ing to observe how many people would rather
rely on a rule of thumb for the differences be
tween the purchasing power or the price levels
at different dates, then rely on corrections care
fully made in any more formal way. They pre
fer to apply “hunch” index numbers in their
thinking rather than to apply those concerning
the construction of which some scientific at
tempt has been made.
(Continued on page 12)

How standard costs attempt to overcome the
limitations which exist when records are based
on actual costs, the reduction in expense which
results when standard costs are recorded in
the accounts, and the analysis of variances in
connection with each of the three cost ele
ments, are covered in the two chapters de
voted to standard costs.
Part II is devoted to the applications which
management can make of cost accounting data
in decision-making. Titles such as “Distribution
Cost Analysis,” “Cost-Profit Volume Analysis”
and the preparation of cash and capital budgets
indicate that the material in this section em
phasizes the uses to be made of cost accounting
data. The chapter on direct costing includes
a particularly good presentation of the ad
vantages and disadvantages claimed by ad
vocates of this method.
Part III has been included primarily for
students preparing for the C.P.A. examination.
Advanced problems in process costing, as well
as problems connected with loss and spoilage
costs are included.
While this volume has much to recommend
it, I had the feeling the author had tried to
serve “too many masters.” I believe it is better
adapted to the use of one interested in the
applications of cost accounting, than to the
accounting major seeking a firm foundation in
the field of cost accounting.

Highlights of the Joint Annual Meeting
AWSCPA—ASWA
New York City

September 18-21, 1962

Sept. 18 AWSCPA and ASWA Board meet
ings; Sightseeing and Professional
Development session with the Hon.
Esther Peterson, Ass’t U.S. Secretary
of Labor as guest speaker. Joint busi
ness meeting.
Sept. 19 Technical session; Luncheon with
Miss D. M. Vaughn, F.C.A. Eden
burgh, Scotland as guest speaker.
ASWA business meeting and
AWSCPA dinner.

Sept. 20 AWSCPA business meeting, profes
sional development session, chapter
president’s luncheon, continuation of
ASWA business meeting; reception
and banquet.
Sept. 21 Farewell brunch, AWSCPA and
ASWA Board meetings.

(Continued from page 7)
Before judgment can be made, as to which
deflating index should be used in a certain case
to convert a historical cost basis to its current
general purchasing power equivalent, the ques
tion has to be answered whether or not pres
sure (of the price movements) varies ex
tremely in the various sections of the state
ments. If there are no great variances as to
price movements, a simple general index would
give sufficient results, otherwise multiple in
dexes will be required.
Common Dollar Statements, an acceptable
solution?
After having analyzed the difficulties in re
moving the effects of price level changes and
the enormous clerical burden involved, the
accounting profession’s hesitation to make
scientific adjustment procedures a permanent
part of the accounting routine is readily un
derstood.
There is no doubt that our conventional ac
counting procedures and conventional stand
ards of measurement of business transactions
are not able to produce results, usable without
adjustments as a basis for sound managerial
decisions in times of currency depreciation.
It is obvious that common dollar statements,
capable of full scale adjustment, would rep
resent an acceptable solution, especially since
they are now no longer considered a violation
nor a departure from the “original cost con
vention,” but an improvement in regard to the
“matching concept.”
The question is only, are at our present stage
of money detoriation the possible refinements
through the use of common dollar statements
justifying the additional clerical burden in
volved. A too soon and to frequent application
may not be justified by the results acquired
since
“It is unwise to burden balance sheet prac
tice with a complication unless an important
inaccuracy exists.”10
It is up to the accounting profession’s con
science to decide whether there now exists
a sufficient necessity for the adoption of com
mon dollar statements as a permanent part of
the conventional statements.
Interesting and at the same time a warning
for serious reconsideration of the issue is the
fact that practically all of the European coun
tries have as of now some kind of general
application of adjustment procedures, fre
quently government-approved.
Is the monetary detoriation in our country
truly so much slighter or is our profession only
lacking insight and unity?
16Schmalenbach, op. cit.
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